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ABSTBACT
 
This, paper is a plea for humanizing and personalizing 


education to enhance understanding of self and others, as opposed to 

focusing exclusively on intellectual gains. The author addresses 

himself to the contextual approach towards education which allows the 

individual^o beeone intrinsically involved with the curriculum, 

through, involvement of the tota-1 being: intellectual and affective. 

The teachers is seen as a catalyst and facilitator, promoting self 

discovery and interaction, and enlarging the child*s horizon with 

alternatives. Developing Understanding of Self and Others (DOSO), an 

educational program developed by the author, is described. It foquses 

on helping the child become goal-and process-oriented via e.ight 

developmental tasks. These tasks focus on self-understanding, 

awareness of self and others, and resultant purposeful motivational 

involvement in the tasks of life. The author insists that the 

'adequate personality will not emerge by chance, but by design, and 

therefore emotional development needs must be noted in establishing 

educational priorities. (KS)
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UNDERSTANDING SELF AND OTHERS:OTHERS: AA KSLS'/AITT,KSLS'/AITT, ^UHPOSEPUL^ 
. '. ' - * ( 
. 	 Donv-Dinkneyer, Professor'   I 

DeP-iul University, Chicago 

Educator? ire traditionally^concerned with exploring new
 

approaches for more effectively transmitting material to students.
£, '> " . 

The focus is on improved nethods for presenting mathematics,
 

« " 	 *' * * 1 *O
languace arts, social gtudics, and other subjects. The assumption
 

is 	m'a^fe that if we build a better mousetrap, we wi]^l catch the
 
] i
 

Dibuse.;.. paraphrased how can I entice my students into
 

contact'with the content I am teaching? Educational
 
I
and curriculum revision have focused rather intensively on
 

methodology. t 	 r "" .
 

VH; Educational objectives have included social and emotional 


goals,- but progressY-in &ev.eloping programs directly\concerned 


'these areas has been limited. It appears that ws _ 


our intellectual awareness 'of the importance of emotional and' 


social growth, while, our curriculum, programs, and schedules do 


not reflect commitment to affective education.
 

, The lack of concern for educational experiences which involve 


consideration* ofVfche feeling and attitude areas of life has been
 

pointed out by a number of educators including: Earl Kelley in
 
(19*7)


his- Education for fr/hat is Real, and Richard Jones in fantasy and
 

Feeling in Education (1958). We have also witnessed the develop


ment of programs by*Ojeaonn (1958), Bessell & Palomares (1967),, 


and Long (1970). A major professional group, The Association for 


Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD) has devoted its 1970, 


Yearbook to the topic (1970). 
CO 

BEST 
j>OOC*TIOM,PO«ITKR» OWfOLtCX.

*" ''^'s^^^iM^^^&^M^^^^^^^^^^i^i^^.i^L X 



The Corite:-r.tu?.]. Appro'ich 	   : 
  

We can only facilitate the child's development as a person 


if we becone involved with the child's total being:' intellect, 


feelings, attitudes, purposes, and behavior. Any continuation . 


of the false "dichotomy be.tv:ecn beliefs, feelings, purposes, and 


behavior promulgated in practise by the current .emphasis oh 


methods and evaluation will not neet the need for educational 


experiences which' are relevant. Failure to plan for experiences 


which are de/^igned to produce the fully functioning person can 


only promote-educational bankruptcy. This is currently seen in 


  the lack of response to real needs and the lack of answers'for 


real questions.
 

We must reconsider the value of students mastering the 


' 	 symbols of mathematical computation and language, while remaining 


essentially retarded ,intbeir, understanding of self and others. 


Vhere d'oes the. child^have the opportunity to examine critical 


questions such as: Who am I? Why do I behave as I. do? What do* 


I value? How can I relate more effectively with others?^ 


There must be - experiences for all children which help them to ^ 


know, Hlfiderstand, and accept themselves. A humanized approach!" 


which focuses on learning as applied to self, personalized learning, 


if you will, assists .the person to become responsible for his 


choices and behavior. It enables him to become intrinsically 


involved with the curriculum. e . 

In our zealous attempts to avoid preaching and moralizing, 


.perhaps epitomized in the. ficGuffey readers,-we have at the same
 

time left a, void in training for life. j 

. \
 

.V '
 
,." * *
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The curriculum has< expanded at a rapid rate, but we.have 


studiously avoided permitting the child to explore, except by 


chance or -informally, human behavior and human relationships. 


Learning about a subject is" carefully planned, learning about 


self and persons is haphazard. Could this account for under-


achievement, searching for excitement in drugs, rebellion, and 


complaints, about the irrelevance of edxication?
 

The contextual cipproach believes that human behavior 


problems are best studied in the.concrete, not the abstract. 


The contextual theory understands behavior as the product of 


'the interrelationships,between the behaver, his perceptions, 


meaning of the stinulus complex or the total field
 
c.
 

(*, 1968). This is a holistic 'approach which acknowledges
 

the contributions 'of Gestalt psychology and the field theory of 

19^-8, . 


Kurt Lewin (1951) Perception is a product of the person and
 

his environment. "
 

Bruner (I960) has indicated that the process is taore important 


than the content. Any topic in which the child is totally engaged 


is totally educating; there is no hierarchy of preferred subjects.' 


Bruner has suggested that in a number of cultures learning is
 
* 


acquired without formalized "teachhgf." ' He observed:
 

"One virtually never sees an instance of, 'teaching' taking 

place outside of the situation where the behavior to be 

learned is relevant. Nobody, 'teaches* in the prepared 

sense of the word. There is,nothing.like school...nothing 

like lessons. Most/p'f .what we would call instruction is 

through showing..". .We tell out of context rather than show 


- » in context." (Bruner, 1966) ^ J~
 

HI " ....... . ........ ....
'i^^^s^^^mii^ii^^S^^^iS^^s&i^iJi^^^^^^Si!^f^^^'S^^& 




 

 
 

  

Support for the''contextual emphasis is also found in the . : 


discovery approach used in- science mid the social studies. 


In contrast to telling students about an event, they are , 


encouraged to invent the possible alternatives^ QJhis involves
 
* 
» . 


creativity, spontaneity, and the utilization of simulation.
 

Learning is always conducted in a- social context. Sxiccess 


rests not only upon self-evaluation, but. teacher'evaluation and 1 


-peer and parent recognition^. 

* # ' "* 


The value-of , a ̂ learning experience and the resultant
 
T ' 

motivation of, a pupil-is alv,rays dependent up&n the child's » 


perceptions and the context of the learning experience, teaming 


, and involvement are dependent Upon the pupil's perceptions- of , j 


the meaning, wprth, and purpose of the activity.
 

______i» Learning Experiences Ab.o.ut Self and Others 


The .basic approach is experiential with an emphasis" upon
 

learning through involvement of th-e.total being (intellebt-affect- c
"** " 


behavior). The-.concern is with developing genuine interaction
 

and dialogue that reveals to self and .others^ not only what is-


known but how one feels, and his personal beliefs, purposes, 


and values. This would contrast with the classroom which is
 
o
 

mistake-centered and overly-concerned with tright and wrong answers.
 

When one presents, himself and his feelings, there are no wrong
 
- ' /! 


answers! The opportunity to reevaluate one's beliefs,,attitudes,
/ ' 

and experiences with persons, however, is always present. This
 

**
.' > , ' 


experience'opens and freefesthe channels of communication in 


contrast to closing or restricting them.
 



  

 

   

  

  

In this approach, one begins with experiences which precede 


discussion and generalisation. The stress is' upon process'rather] 


than contejnt. - The content of the' experience is -the behavior of j 


the dfjldren reacting openly, honestly, authentically, and 


. personally -, to -the. experiences. An .experience is. presented, i.e."
 
\ "
 

(open ended r.tory, role playing, 'puppetry, a picture designed to
 
* "*". 
 * " ' tfi


facilitate discussion, etc.) and v;e work" with what the children
 
i 

i
 

produce. Their b'eliefs, feelings,"attitudes, perceptions, and \ 


: values become ithe content of the course. One goes.in the direction
 

- of their perceptions, feelings, and. values. ' This contrasts with 

* * '*"*.,
 

approaches which have narrowly specified goals and seek to motivate
' *
 

the learner to accomplish the teacher's objective. Students
 
* -v

 become partners in the educational establishment .and responsible
 

* * 


for their learning. Incidentally, this reduces the negative
 

interaction between authority arid the child.
 
/ In^ experiential 'learning V . , * * .
.tnfere is no preconceived, right answer. Instead, there is
 

"the opportunity'to explore and cons idea? hypothesis and alternative 


courses of action.' The^iack, of one correct ansv/er adds excitement, 


Involvement, and challenge. It encourages listening to others 


to'see if they stimulate your thinking ? and expand ypur ideas.. , .
 
*" 
 ' ' *
 

It values the contribution of e*ch child; children become involved
 

with each other and not merely with the teacher.
 
'^ / - .
The experiential approach is cognizanlXthat children are \
 

' I *
 
always studying behavior informally, and'thap it JLs a major pre


occupation for their psychological-survival. Meeting the.basic, 


need to'belong 'necessitates-nrnderstanding peers..- Understanding
 

and cooperating with.'parents and teachers is -essential to rec'eive 

the necessary cultural acceptance and rewards. - - '
 

" .. ' " " '- '' ' ' ' '6 ^
 



      
. fc " 
 ., ...: / . ; ;';' ..'., -.... ;.' ', f : ' i < .', .,.'. ' ' '',. ', ' - '. '. ''.. , .-.-. 
 -'' .. ' '" ' ..-.' '.,"":, , -.'. . V' ; J/vki-'^
 

Margaret Mead su^S "ts that man uses but 6/6 of   his
i
*     *
  creativity.! Should vie expect nore>,though, if we'realistically
 
' 

inspect the litiyLted goals of 
  .


traditional teaching? Tne
 
 

    ' 

,experiential 
»


approach'then is 
  

concerned with 
  

engaging the child 1

--   * * * *


wisdom, 
" 

creativity,' and' spontaneity 
*


which may have been stifled 


by rotQ ^earning and a liniting question and answer approach
 

which 
' 

>seeksv 
. 

to elicit* 
' 

one cprrect 
.


response. ' '
 
 

The teacher-is not a-dispe nser oft^knowledge. In contrast,^
 
she' is a catalyst, skilled in-garonoting self-discovery, and ' 


interaction. The r'ole'is.one of 
I 

facilitator who se.eks to 
» 

protnoto

, ,


interaction, feedback, .and genuine dialogue. The 'goal is to   ., 

expand 

* -
contact between the children and their 

*""."' 
total '-beings in
 

contrast* to contact ,with a subject or a type Qf limited teacheas' '   .""* '..

child communication. The experience is operating best when, the


/ '
children are involved with communicating with each o.ther, in
' ' ''
 -
contrast to seeking^;© impress the teacher or .validate' themselves
 
by "That's good,' Johnny \ That's the -right answer, Susie." Rewards 

and reinforcement come from the joy of communication, the support
 

and acceptance of the group. - Excitement and mOtivatipn springs »*
>   * '..*'*''

from the activity and its .implications for life and their personal.
 
development. .
 

The teacher has a. mirroring, reflecting, function in facilita


ting discovery of self (Randolph & Howe, 1966 ) Tfcis tyj?6
 

learning, intrinsically^inspired, 
73 


in contrast to being contrived

«


  x/ .,   .   /-.

for reward, becomes internalized, relevant, and peinnanenti
 

It should be apparent. that there is no guaranteedwresponse 

the stimulus. The lessonNgay focus on a specific developmental
 



        

 - ' . :. 	 "   ''.- '" '-... ?>
 
task-such as developingjfeelinga of adequacy" or self acceptance, ' 


but the opportunity to follow a genuine interest of .the group 


to ream/.how to' relate more effectively -with' peers is a CXXG the
 
, ;,'" , .
 

teacher^wi'll 'f«>lLerw. - If we lo'ok honestly at learning, we can
 
' \ 	 f 
   

never specify the- outcomes of any learning process', i.e. .'
 

children confronted with modern math may be cons.utned with 


curiosity> invol-ve'd and interested. However, in the same class-


rpom we wj.ll find cllildreij.who are" bbred and -rebellious.- They
 

aaso learning. They are learning V6 ha£e and feaVmathematics. 


\e variables involved in"Tjearning are too- complex for present , " 


^research designs to fathpm. The possibility of adequately control


ling for the truly significant variables of feelings, attitudes, 

  value's, goals, and^ emotional energy does not appear to be possible 


at present.   . -" "'[ . 
'-VI .
 

Focus in experiential learnj.ng is on helping the child become 


more aware of self, sensitive to .others,' and able to generate
 

hypothesis and questions. The program provides experiences '
 
\ ' r- * ' 


which cen. lead/to'many possible reactions and interactions. We
 

-	 trust the psychological homeostasis of the organism to know 


best that which facilitates personal, social development
 
  f
 

(Maslow, 195*0« The teacher's sensitivity ' t6~~lndividuals and 
  ------   . ;^ ' '
 

thejjroup enables her to develop a climate for real learning.
 

The teacher does npt preaca or moralise, but through involving
 

the'*child's feelings, beliefs, and values, encourages him to y

' I   " .".. 

draw his o\\'n conclusions. Course content in this sense-is not
 

something to be returned to teachers, or stored--content is to be
 

used! This learning'is valued and internalized.
 
' ''.-   ^ '   - , - ' ' ' ''. ' ' ' '
 

JL v 	 .^^ i^ *
 

^SS^feiiill^i^^^
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The. faciMtator roco^-nizos* that productive interaction 


does not come about by chance» . The leader is 'skilled ihv^i-oup 


discussion "leadership (MnkmeyciS 1970). He is educated tOv
 
ft x *
 

* \ , '
 

observe psychological interaction, and is trained to hear not
 
' . 


only-what is said, but" to'understand the affect, perceptions,
 
» " ' ' - ' 
purpos'es, and values that £^re ..implied in the dialogue. One
 

recognizes -that what is not said j way be as important as;what is 


saSd. Certainly, "the nonverbal messase present^in facial
 . * *i
 

expressions, the. eyes, posture, and gestures, help clarify 


personal meanings. * ,
 

The teachers' verbal leads would not merely focus" on the
 
* 


content stated. -They v/ould-also deal with feelings accompanying
*
 
the expression, o"f a belief. Leads would be open p.n contrast to 


. closed, i.e.. "Tell me'more about that" in preference to '-'What '^ 
'..' . . . x/ 

Ms the....(eliciting a fact)? This necessitates being able to
 

restate or reflect feelings ""You are pretty disappointed. It -


. seems, there is no change." The reflection of.feeling may come 


-from the restatement of what, has been-said bf may emerge from an 


attitude .that is apparent non-iverbally but not stated. The
 
v ' * *
 

leader at times helps-develop a tentative hypothesis, "Could'it
 
' ' *
 

be we do that to keep people^busy with us?" "Is itv possible

f ' . ' * .' . 


/ ' he does that to be excused fr^m working?" It. is, emphasized
 

hypotheses are tentative,-and are always stated as hunched and
 
> > * /
 

guesses.' Theyrfcecome a way for children to experiment with*ways 

---- . _ - ft . ' *.
 
of understanding human behavior. The activity ill general focuses
 

on permitting choice and enlarging the child-' s'^Sorizoh with
 . - .' . '.)..". - :? .. ' -. . ' ' ,
 
alternatives. . ,' , "- ' :
 

V 



.."» - '<,...-	 *

.'' ' Developing Underst-andir..T of Self and Others' 
 ! 9-


Developing Undorst.'v-nding of Self and Others ([DUGO) . . 

't (Dinkineyer, 1970) 4-c an educational program which ifocuses on 


helping the) child become goal and process oriented. Experience.0; 


are designed which-help him to bccone nore a*v;are of.himself
 

and the transactions between people and his goals. It is the /
* 	 /

purpose of'tlrfe program to.help the individxxal increasingly
 
understand the causal" and c-onsequentiA!° nature 

f 

of hxiraan 
  \
 

./ 	 '

relationships.- 'As he>becoDies aware of his own'purposes and'
 

t goals, and-"his self awareness develops, he becones able to 

function more effectively with ^others, and he becop^es involved ' -

in :the. educational process.     '
 

1 It Is the philosophy of the DUSO program th*it 
i 


developmental

 

ta.sk^ provide 
i 

the goals 
* 

for 
i-


the guidance and 
"   

educational 
t '


process.

J 	 This material evolves-around.eight 

"*
 

developmental taslcc which 
confront the norcal individual in the process of-his development.
 
All children need 

\ 

assistance 
* . 


with these tasks, some more intensively
.


. v ' \r :   .     .. .   _ . - .. / -
than others. The purpose of the program is to provide/some
 
primary experience in understanding-and coping with the following 

tasks:   ./ , /
 

1. Self-identity, self-acceptance, developing/adequate 

sAf image and feelings of, adequacy. X
 

A 	 / 

2. 	Learning 
f ,


a, giving-receiving pattern'of af/ection. .

\ * . ' . *
3. Learning to develop mutuality, moving from being .self-- .
 

to develop
 

become purpo 	 seek the resources .and 

involved, 
l^>   . * 	   ' 

the world	 and to respond 
;,--.
to/






 



  

\. 10,
 

61 Learning to be \oiapotent» to achieve, to think of

1   ' \ . ;


self asi capable of nastery>

K
 

  , <3

7. Learning; to be emotionally flexible and resourceful
 

«. * .   .
,8. Learning to make value gudgcents, choices,' an^^

"*


the consequences ' 
** O '/ '« ' 

of one's choices.
 -
  

- This program is based.on a set -of lessons and experiences' 

,fo<r the^fcotal classroom. . It? ft>cusey on ,nortnal developmental 


problems-. The lessons are designed to _be conducted in a.
 

democratic atmosphere which encouraged full-papticipatJc'n from"

- ' '   ^
the . children. Each child is- encouraged to prejsent his, feelings,


» *" " 9   t

attitudes 'and reactions. It is vital to stress there are no 


right or wrong answers. The teacher, must be capable of hearing 

the feelings and perceptions of the individual, in contrast.to
 

emphai izing judgmental transaction's and evaluations o'f pupils'
 

" contributions. . " -,,."'. ' . 


-The program is designed to reach children with unique learn

styles through varied med&a and mbdes. The-program, includes
,- "' - '   , .-> 'f*.'' '

'*recorded stories, music, open-ended stories, discussion starters

puppetry lessons, ro*5Ne playing activities, aft, discuSs^on
 

^stimulated by 
' 

large 
*" 

class 
. 

size, 
* 

acti'on pictures, 
x


and experiential

activities. - ,. -
\* 'A typical week in the program*provides some ^acquaintance wit

. ' . 
each of these ' . types   qf ' activities^       x ' \ ' ." Hrowever, plans .-.-fpr *\ ththe use: 
of the material are flexible '. Each, teacher knows her class.


' - ; '   . '   '
   (There are individual and group ne'eds and th'e type of ,activi

* , * .." f 

which appears 
%


*to 
 

be most in.terjesti'ng and productive. -Thus,
/ * * * '





ing
 

?
 

 

h 

"order of activity and the. amount of time spen.t on -a particu3.arx
 



  

 
    

11.
 
H


facet of thexlesson is deterrained by" the feedback derived
 

iron the/class.

',/' v*^ ,- ' ' '; ' 


, The focus of the material is on 'enhancing self understanding,
 

.awareness of self and others-^and7 resultant purposeful notivational 

s" ' ,3V ' ./'".,
 

involvement in the tasks of life. .The expediences are designed

I / ' '
 

to facilitate building a positive self ^concept and feelings of
 

adequacy. The child becomes aware of the Reeling area of his
 
. i
 

life and the purposeful, causal nature, of human "behavior,
 

Eecognition of the necessity of education in the affection 


domain dictates an investigation, of education priorities. - Our 


value system suggests that the next generation deserves the 


opportunity t'^learn'-to become fully functioning persons in the 


school. The £.dequate personality wi!3i. not eaferge by chance, but 


by design.
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